Abstract—The Large Hadron Collider at CERN restarted in 2015 with a higher centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The instantaneous luminosity is expected to increase significantly in the coming years. An upgraded Level-1 trigger system has been deployed in the Compact Muon Solenoid experiment, in order to maintain the same efficiencies for searches and precision measurements as those achieved in the previous run. This system consists of the order of 100 electronics boards connected by the order of 3000 optical links, which must be controlled and monitored coherently through software, with high operational efficiency. In this paper, we present the design of the software framework that is used to control and monitor the upgraded Level-1 trigger system, and experiences from using this software to commission the upgraded system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 2009, the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [1] has been analysing the particles produced from the proton–proton and heavy ion collisions of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), in order to investigate the predictions of the Standard Model of particle physics, and search for physics beyond the Standard Model. The Level-1 trigger system selects 100 kHz of the most interesting collisions from the 40 MHz proton–proton bunch crossing rate [2]. This Level-1 accept decision must be made within 3.8 μs of each bunch crossing, using coarse data from the calorimeters and muon detectors, whilst the full-resolution data is held in pipeline memories in the front-end electronics. The full-resolution data for the events selected by the Level-1 trigger is read out of the custom detector electronics into a computer farm, which implements further selection algorithms in order to reduce the event rate to the order of 100 Hz for archival storage.

The legacy Level-1 trigger system is composed of approximately 4000 data processor boards, of several custom application-specific designs [2]. These boards have been controlled and monitored by a medium-sized distributed system of over 40 computers and 200 processes. The legacy trigger was organised into several subsystems. Only a small fraction of the control and monitoring software was common between the different subsystems; the configuration data was stored in a database, with a different schema for each subsystem. This large proportion of subsystem-specific software resulted in high long-term maintenance costs, and a high risk of losing critical knowledge through the turnover of software developers in the Level-1 trigger project.

After a two-year shutdown, the LHC restarted collisions in 2015, with higher proton–proton centre-of-mass energy (13 TeV) and increased instantaneous luminosity. So the Level-1 trigger system has been upgraded during 2015 and early 2016, in order to improve its efficiency for searches and precision measurements, compared with the previous run [3]. The upgraded system is composed of a set of general-purpose boards, that follow the MicroTCA specification, connected by high-speed serial optical links, resulting in a more homogeneous system. This system will contain the order of 100 boards connected by 3000 optical links, which must be controlled and monitored coherently. The data flow within the upgraded Level-1 trigger system is shown in Fig. 1. The experiment’s off-detector electronics transmit reduced-granularity data (trigger primitives) from the calorimeters and muon detectors to the trigger electronics over optical links. The trigger primitive data from different fiducial regions of the muon detectors — the barrel, end-cap, and overlap regions — are processed in three separate track finder subsystems; the resulting three sets of muon track candidates are combined in the micro-Global Muon Trigger. The calorimeter data is processed to reconstruct electrons, tau leptons and jets in a separate data path, consisting of two layers of electronics: a first layer that time multiplexes the data, and a second layer in which each electronic board processes the data from the entire calorimeter for every 9th event, in a round robin sequence. The particles reconstructed in the calorimeter and muon pathways are then combined in the micro-Global Trigger (μGT), which takes the decision of whether or not a proton–proton collision is a sufficiently interesting event, by applying kinematic and quality selection criteria on the received particle candidates.

In this paper, we present the design of the software that is used to control and monitor the upgraded Level-1 trigger system, and experiences from using this software to commission the upgraded system.
II. REQUIREMENTS ON THE CONTROL AND MONITORING SOFTWARE

The Level-1 trigger system must be controlled and monitored coherently through software, with high operational efficiency. The control and monitoring software must have reliable and predictable behaviour under all circumstances, and must fulfill the trigger system’s operational requirements both in its initial commissioning period, and for the next several years.

A. Functional requirements: Control

The Level-1 trigger system must be configured through the online software; during configuration, the electronic boards’ programmable logic must be set up correctly — for example, in each board:

- The clock infrastructure must be configured correctly.
- Optical input ports must be configured, and input data aligned with appropriate delays.
- Data processing algorithm parameters (such as energy thresholds, and calibration factors) must be set to appropriate values according to the current running conditions of the experiment and the LHC.

The online software must be able to configure the trigger hardware in multiple scenarios:

1) Configuration of the entire trigger system by the shift crew, along with all of the experiment’s detectors, for normal data-taking runs. In this scenario, the trigger will be controlled via SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages sent from the top node of the experiment’s run control hierarchy. To ensure traceability of the system’s configuration during data-taking periods, the values of configuration parameters used in each global run must be stored in a database.

2) Configuration of the entire trigger system by experts, without the experiment’s detectors, through a graphical user interface (GUI).

3) Configuration of individual subsystems by experts, without interfering with the operation of other subsystems. This mode of operation is essential, in particular during the commissioning period, and during LHC downtime, for example in order to independently validate the functionality of new firmware or software in that subsystem.

After configuring the hardware, the online software should perform appropriate checks to ensure that the operation has been completed successfully. In case of failure — for example, inability to lock onto the clock from an external source, or errors in input ports — the online software must report back detailed messages that allow the source of problem to be identified promptly either by the shift crew, or by on-call experts.

Finally, the configuration status of all subsystems must be summarised in a single graphical interface.

B. Functional requirements: Monitoring

Once the Level-1 trigger is configured for a data taking run, if any problem occurs in the trigger’s data processing chain — for example, the failure of an optical transmitter — then it must be detected and fixed in a timely manner, in order to minimise the experiment’s downtime. As a result, the online software must periodically query monitoring registers in the trigger electronics, and promptly alert the shift crew when a problem is detected. Furthermore, the graphical interfaces must allow rapid access to sufficient in-depth information in order for the shift crew, or on-call experts, to be able to fix the problem quickly and thereby minimise downtime.

In addition, the values of some of the monitoring data read from the hardware must be periodically stored in a database. A small amount of this archived monitoring data is critical, i.e. the experiment should not continue to run if the data storage mechanism fails. For example, the prescale factors used by the $\mu$GT subsystem must be recorded every 23 seconds. It is also useful to periodically archive a large proportion of the monitoring data values from each subsystem, for post-mortem analysis; however, this more extensive archiving of monitoring data is not critical to the experiment’s operation in the short term.

C. Non-functional requirements

Commissioning The implementation of the control and monitoring software must be sufficiently flexible such that the developers are able to rapidly add new features, and improve existing functionality, based on evolving operational needs and experience gained in the commissioning period. In order to minimise downtime during this short commissioning period, such rapid improvement of the online software must be achievable without introducing bugs or regressions into existing functionality.
Testing The online software should be designed so that as much as is practical of its functionality can be validated by unit tests or integration tests without access to the trigger hardware.

Personpower Any common control and monitoring software framework should be designed to minimise the required personpower for both development and maintenance of the online software of the Level-1 trigger upgrade project as a whole.

Maintainable lifetime The upgraded Level-1 trigger system could be operating for several years; its control and monitoring infrastructure should have same maintainable lifetime.

Existing control and monitoring libraries The online software should make use of the existing functionality provided by the XDAQ [4] and Trigger Supervisor (TS) [5] libraries, in particular the infrastructure for distributed control and monitoring systems, running programs as services and implementing web servers.

III. COMMON PROCESSOR AND SYSTEM MODELS

In order to minimise the personpower required for the development of the Level-1 trigger online software overall, the common online software framework should provide a subsystem-agnostic interface that reflects the common structure of the subsystems in the upgraded Level-1 trigger. A uniform in-depth graphical interface for controlling and monitoring subsystems will also simplify the training of the shift crew, on-call experts, and other operation personnel. Therefore, in the early stages of designing this common online software framework, significant effort was dedicated to identifying an in-depth generic description of the upgrade hardware that is applicable to all subsystems.

A. Common processor model

In each subsystem, the data processing nodes are all AMCs (Advanced Mezzanine Cards) following the MicroTCA specification [6]. Each AMC uses an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) for processing logic, and transmits/receives the trigger data on high-speed serial optical links. The common structure of the logic in each data processing board is reflected in the common processor model, shown in Fig. 2. In this model, the firmware on each data processor board consists of:

- A TTC block, that receives the clock and fast (fixed-latency) control commands from TCDS (Trigger Control and Distribution System) [3], the experiment’s central clock and trigger distribution system.
- Zero or more optical input ports
- Zero or more optical output ports
- An algorithm block, that processes the data received on the optical input ports into data for the optical output ports.
- A readout block, that sends data from the board’s input and output buffers to the experiment’s Data Acquisition (DAQ) system. This recorded I/O data is later used to validate that the trigger algorithm firmware is functioning correctly.

B. Common system model

Each subsystem consists of one or more processor boards housed in MicroTCA crates. A common module, the AMC13 [7], provides the clock, timing and DAQ services (i.e. TTC, TTS and DAQ backplane links) for all data processor AMCs within each MicroTCA crate. It distributes the clock and fast commands that it receives from TCDS onto high-speed point-to-point links on the MicroTCA backplane. In the opposite direction, it receives readout data over backplane links from each slot, and forwards that data into the CMS DAQ network. The common model for the structure of the trigger subsystems is shown in Fig. 3; in this abstract model, the AMC13 is referred to as a DAQ-TTC manager.
IV. THE SWATCH FRAMEWORK

The SWATCH (SoftWare for Automating the conTrol of Common Hardware) framework provides a set of abstract C++ interfaces for controlling and monitoring the hardware of the upgraded Level-1 trigger system. Its design closely follows the common processor and system models, whilst remaining independent of the driver software.

Within SWATCH, the structure of each subsystem — i.e. the locations and names of processors, optical I/O ports and AMC13s, as well as their interconnections — are stored in subsystem-agnostic data structures. Each component from the common processor and system models is represented by an abstract interface class. The subsystem-specific software for controlling and monitoring each of these components is implemented in subsystem-specific classes that inherit from the common interface classes. The subsystem-specific classes for processors, systems and DAQ-TTC managers are registered and created using the factory pattern.

The SWATCH framework provides a generic interface for controlling each individual electronics board (both processors and DAQ-TTC managers), based on three concepts:

- **Command** A stateless action, represented by an abstract base class that is customised for subsystem-specific drivers by subtype polymorphism. Commands form the fundamental modular block of hardware control.
- **Command sequence** A stateless action, consisting of a list of commands that are executed in sequence.
- **Finite state machine (FSM)** Stateful actions; each FSM consists of a set of named states connected by transitions. Each transition between states is a list of commands that are executed in sequence. The structure of the standard run control FSM for processors and DAQ-TTC managers are automatically defined; their transitions are later populated with subsystem-specific command sequences in the constructors of subsystem-specific classes.

The parameters required for each command are registered through a generic interface; the values of parameters can be automatically retrieved by the framework, through the gatekeeper interface, an abstract representation of a pool of named configuration parameters. The gatekeeper interface was designed to be independent of the source of the configuration parameter values, in order to allow subsystem hardware to be easily configured and tested using file-based configurations, in scenarios when accessing the configuration database is not practical (for example, when testing hardware in a laboratory outside of CERN). During the commissioning period, this source-agnostic gatekeeper interface also ensured a seamless transition when the control software switched from using reading configuration parameters from files, to reading them from the database.

The SWATCH framework also provides a generic interface for monitoring the status of each board, based on two concepts:

- **Metric** Represents an individual item of monitoring data that is read from the hardware. Each metric can have associated error/warning conditions, that determine whether the metric’s current value results in an error/warning monitoring state.
- **Monitorable object** Can contain metrics and other monitorable objects as children. The monitoring state of a monitorable object is the combined status of all its child metrics and monitorable objects. Each of the common firmware components within processors and DAQ-TTC managers (for example, optical I/O ports, TTC block, readout block) are represented in SWATCH as a monitorable object.

The framework allows both common metrics to be registered in the abstract interface classes, and additional subsystem-specific metrics to be registered in subsystem-specific classes. A comprehensive suite of unit and integration tests for the SWATCH framework have been developed; these were implemented using the BOOST unit test framework, and are run regularly during development. We have found these unit and integration tests to be essential for quickly developing new features in the commissioning phase, without suffering from downtime due to bugs or regressions. Notably, since the SWATCH framework is hardware-agnostic, the framework’s entire functionality can be tested without access to any subsystem’s hardware; instead the unit and integration tests use dummy classes that represent processors and DAQ-TTC managers locally within computer memory.

V. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL AND MONITORING

The SWATCH framework described in the previous section provides a C++ API (Application Programming Interface) for controlling and monitoring hardware whose structure matches the common processor and system models, whilst allowing the configuration sequence and the mechanism for retrieving monitoring data to be defined by each subsystem as required. However, the online software must also provide a graphical user interface that shows the configuration status and monitoring status of each subsystem. In addition, each subsystem must be integrated into the CMS run control hierarchy so that the trigger system can be configured coherently by the shift crew, in global runs, along with all of the experiment’s detectors.

The Trigger Supervisor cell [5] is a XDAQ application that contains a generic interface to register stateful and stateless actions that can be initiated through a graphical user interface (webpages), or by SOAP messages received over the network — for example, from the CMS run control applications or from other TS cells. In the legacy trigger system, each subsystem was controlled by a unique hierarchy of cells, since each crate of electronics could only be directly controlled and monitored from a single computer. However, the majority of the hardware in the upgraded trigger system is controlled and monitored using IP-based communication protocols, and hence the host computers for online software applications can be de-localised with respect to the hardware. Therefore, to simplify the operation of the entire upgraded trigger system, and the independent operation of individual subsystems, each subsystem is controlled and monitored by a single TS cell. Through the SWATCH framework’s subsystem-agnostic API, we have been able to develop subsystem-agnostic implementations for a significant fraction of the cell’s hardware-agnostic functionality, such as the network-based run control.
FSM, threads that periodically collect monitoring data from the hardware, and the retrieval of configuration parameters from database. The configuration of all subsystems for global running is coordinated by another TS cell, the central cell. The central cell is in turn controlled by the Level-1 trigger’s Function Manager, a java application that lies in the 2nd layer of the central CMS run control hierarchy. The full run control hierarchy for the upgraded Level-1 trigger system is shown in Fig. 4. These applications have been successfully controlling and monitoring the upgraded Level-1 trigger since February.

A. Graphical user interface

The C++ API of the SWATCH framework both reflects the common processor and system model, and exposes the common and subsystem-specific monitoring/control primitives through subsystem-agnostic interfaces. As a result, it was feasible to develop common graphical user interfaces for the subsystem TS cell that allow subsystem experts, on-call personnel and shift crew to (among other procedures):

- Control one or more boards by executing commands, sequences or FSM transitions, and then view the detailed status and results of those actions.
- View the monitoring status of an entire system, or of individual processors, I/O ports and DAQ-TTC managers.
- Inspect the current values of any user-defined subset of monitoring data (metrics) and their error/warning conditions.
- Plot the values of any user-defined subset of monitoring data (metrics) in real time.

Some of the graphical user interfaces are shown in Fig. 5. These generic GUIs are used regularly by subsystem experts to control subsystems in standalone tests, and by shift crew or on-call personnel in order to rapidly diagnose problems observed during global running. The ability to implement these GUIs only once, using the subsystem-agnostic SWATCH API has significantly reduced the personpower required to develop online software during the commissioning period.

VI. Conclusions

The software framework (SWATCH) that provides a generic interface for controlling and monitoring the upgraded Level-1 trigger’s hardware has been presented. This new framework has controlled and monitored the upgraded trigger system coherently and reliably since February. The design of this framework is based on common models of the data processor
boards, and the subsystems. By defining a generic hardware description of significantly finer granularity, the SWATCH framework has enabled the creation of a more uniform graphical interface across the different subsystems compared with the legacy system, simplifying the training of the shift crew, on-call experts, and other operation personnel. A common database schema is now used to store configuration parameters and a description of the hardware in each subsystem. The architecture of online software services is now identical for all subsystems. The introduction of the SWATCH framework has increased the proportion of common online software in the Level-1 trigger project. In long term, this increased fraction of common software should reduce the maintenance costs and risk of losing critical knowledge through turnover of software developers.
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